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Introducing the Consumer Goods Company
• Operates globally, across multiple regulatory frameworks
• Large portfolio of complex manufacturing sites (+ 250) involving multitude of hazardous substances
and processes, e.g.:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large ammonia refrigeration installations
Sulphonation processes
LPG storage and handling
Thermal oil systems
Combustible powders
Flammable liquids
Reactive chemicals

• Historically (pre-1980s) the Company did not control everything centrally and continued to grow by
acquisition as well as organically.
• Nobody centrally had a complete picture of exactly what materials were stored, handled or used at
each and every one of the locations worldwide.
• High focus on occupational health & safety
• Formal process safety technique however not routinely embedded in the company’s operations (as
used in Oil & Gas and Petrochemical industries)
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Origin of the Company’s PSM programme
In 2010 the Board became concerned about recent high profile process safety incidents and the potential
impact of process safety incidents to the Company
BP’s “occupational safety” record (Days away from work)
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Importance Process Safety – Ammonia Example
January 3rd, 2018
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January 15th, 2018

An ammonia gas leak from a cold
Ammonia leaked from a cold storage
storage plant at Ghaghpura village
facility nearby Bangkok (Thailand). The
(India) caused potato crop damage
incident was caused by a newly hired
across four villages, affecting some 500 employee forgetting to close a valve.
of farmers.The farmers demanded
Many workers and other people in the
action against the cold storage and
vicinity of the company’s facilities
suitable compensation for crop loss. The suffered from eye irritation and nausea,
police registered a case against owner
while a flock of chickens in the area was
and employees of the company under
instantly killed by the gas.
IPC section 287 (Negligent conduct with
January 20th, 2018
respect to machinery), section 337
(Causing hurt by act endangering life or
An ammonia leak occurred at an ice
personal safety of others) and section
factory in Primo Verdad (Mexico). All
427 (Mischief causing damage).
employees as well as the neighbours
January 5th, 2018
were evacuated. The release was
caused by an operator accidentally
At a yeast factory in Baltimore (USA)
damaging an ammonia pipe while
ammonia escaped from an exterior
performing maintenance works.
valve.The building where the incident
occurred was evacuated. One worker
January 20th, 2018
was exposed to the chemical and was
An ammonia leak forced the evacuation
being evaluated by medics.
of 50 employees at a foods factory in
January 15th, 2018
Buin (Chile). The leak occurred at a
valve in the machinery room. 5 workers
An ammonia leak occurred at a 4,300were taken to the hospital.
pound cylinder in a freezer warehouse
in Calgary (Canada). 54 people were
evacuated from the building.
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January 25th, 2018
A plant in New Zealand was evacuated for
the second time in two weeks because of
an ammonia leak. It followed a significant
ammonia leak on January 11 that left 3
people, including a pregnant woman,
needing hospital treatment.
January 26th, 2018
An ammonia leak occured at the main
distribution pipeline within the ceiling of a
chiller room at a cold store facility nearby
Singapore. 100 workers were evacuated,
3 individuals were taken to the hospital.

January 28th, 2018
Nearly 10 people, including 3 fire and
safety officers, were admitted to hospitals,
and residents, including the students of
Kendriya Vidyalaya, were evacuated on
after a leakage of ammonia was reported at
an ammonia plant nearby Kochi (India).
After the news of the leakage broke, panic
gripped Fort Kochi harbour and nearby
areas for several hours.The leak developed
during the loading operation of a bullet
tanker. The failure of the nozzle caused the
leakage.

Importance Process Safety in Consumer Sector
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Step 1: Identifying the Process Safety Hazards
• Journey started in 2011 by undertaking a survey of all the hazards in the Company
• Definition of two corporate thresholds for hazardous substances, medium hazard and high hazard
and then categorization of all installations (260 manufacturing sites in 2011) based on the survey
results.
Flammable Flammable Flammable
gas
gas cylinder
liquids

Combustible
dust

Inert Gases

Ammonia

Chlorine

Liquid
0xygen

Medium Hazard

>=10t

>=1t

>=25t

>=25t

>=25t

>=1t

>=0.25t

>=5t

High Hazard

>=30t

>=5t

>=100t

>=100t

>=50t

>=4.5t

>=0.5t

>=25t

Reactive
Chemicals

Alkali

Acid

High
Temperature
and drying

High
Pressure

Toxic and
flammable
gases

Boilers

Thermal
Heating Oil

Medium Hazard

>=25t

>=100t

>=100t

>=500t

>=500t

Expert
Judgement

>=5t

>=100t

Expert
Judgement

>=20Bar

High Hazard

Expert
Judgement

>=60bar

>=25t

• In general the thresholds chosen were well below the Lower Tier SEVESO thresholds. For ammonia
the upper high hazard threshold is 4.5 tonnes which corresponds with the USA OSHA PSM threshold
of 10000lbs. This is an order of magnitude below the lower tier SEVESO threshold of 50 tonnes.
• This survey gave a very good starting point to prioritise which sites required most attention to first.
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Step 2: Laying the Foundation for Process Safety
2012: start of partnership with ERM
PSM pilot visits around the globe in 2012 and
2013

Based on the outcome of this initial screening
an overall umbrella process safety
management standard was developed
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Step 3: Performance Improvement
Starting in 2014 ERM performed Process Safety Technical Visits on all high and medium hazard sites.
ERM performs follow-up audits at each site with a 3-yearly periodicity
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ERM PSM Technical Visits – Use of Bowties
A physical
situation
with a
potential
for harm

Various distinct
causes of the top
event

Measures to prevent
a top event due to a
particular threat

The scenario
which represents
losing control of
the hazard

PREVENTION
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Measures to
mitigate the
consequences of
a top event

MITIGATION

Realistic worstcase outcomes
of the top event

Conditions which
could cause
barrier to fail

ERM PSM Technical Visits – Bowtie Example
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ERM PSM Technical Visits - Using bowties
For each barrier on a bowtie …
Does it
actually
exist?

Is the
responsible
person
competent?
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Is it
appropriate
for the
hazard

Is there
evidence of a
maintenance
program?

Is it in
good
order?

ERM PSM Technical Visits -Advantages
Focussed:
On those systems,
tasks and equipment of
direct importance to
managing process

Flexible:
To allow the auditor to
follow areas of
particular concern at
each site

Educative:
Allows sites to understand why
findings are important and the
potential outcomes of
weaknesses
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ERM PSM Technical Visits - Benefits
•

Not just a “compliance” exercise

•

Benefits to the sites
• Systematic overview of process hazards and barriers
• Easy to understand and graphic illustration of the threats that could lead to a major accident
and key barriers in place to prevent this or mitigate the consequences.
• High engagement of site team
• Training aspect

•

Benefits to the Company
• Consistent approach globally for assessing site process safety knowledge and thus risk
• Greater understanding of the actions necessary to ensure maximum effectiveness of safety
measures
• Focus on the relative importance of the safety measures and systems on site in controlling the
hazards and risks
• Company able to target appropiate support to the sites
• A basis for continual improvement in process safety management
• Assurance to senior management that hazards and risks are being managed effectively
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ERM PSM Programme – Creating Insight
ERM developed a client-specific
audit tracking database, providing a
clear set of graphical dashboards
and overviews
This allowing the Company to:
• perform trend analyses
• identify PSM weaknesses
• define focus points to strengthen
PSM performance
• Develop a Road Map to
strenghten PSM performance
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ERM PSM Programme – Creating Insight
Based on the insights, created by the PSM
audits, ERM supported the Company by the
development of client-specific tools and
guidelines:
•

E-learning modules for process safety
hazard assessments (bowtie, HAZOP) to
strengthen the Company’s risk assessment
programme

•

Core design studies for hazardous
processes:
• Reviewing and updating the existing
bowtie diagrams to reflect the provision
of core design, taking into account
both industry standards and corporate
design standards
• Undertake SIL reviews for identified
Safety Instrumented Functions (SIF)

•

Consequence & risk calculations (QRA) to
identify external stakeholders and assist in
development of emergency plans
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ERM PSM Programme – Creating Insight
The Company developed a set of global KPIs on PSM (supported by insights obtained from the PSM audits)
Risk Assessment

KPI

QUANTITATIVE RISK
ASSESSMENT (QRA)
Assess risk of harm to
community from ammonia
refrigeration systems

100% sites to complete
QRA by year end.

ENGINEERING DESIGN
& INSTALLATION
Hazard and Risk
Assessment review by
subject matter expert or
External Design Authority
Regional PSM Manager

Reduction in number of
incidents with root cause
related to design.

Leadership

KPI

SUCCESSION PLANNING &
COMPETENCE

Number of trained Site Leaders
and Competent Persons at high
hazard and medium hazard sites
in Cluster > 85%

GOVERNANCE
Site Safety Committee
Regional PSM Manager

Number of repeat findings on
independent audits < 10%

CENTRAL COACHING
By Regional PSM Manager

Number of sites that reach a
‘Satisfactory’ Performance Level
at independent audit > 60%

Engineering

KPI

Assurance

KPI

ENGINEERING DESIGN
INSTALLATION
Engineering equipment and
installation in accordance
with Company Standard
Design or recognised good
practice.

Reduction in number of incidents
with root cause related to design.

INDEPENDENT
PROCESS SAFETY
AUDIT PROGRAMME

Audit programme delivered
on time.

EFFECTIVE
MAINTENANCE
Maintenance aligned with
design installation

Reduction in number of incidents
with basic cause related to
maintenance.
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Actions from audits
managed to ensure zero
‘overdue’ actions.
PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT OF
SITES

Sites reach an overall
‘Satisfactory’ Performance
Level

Conclusions
A

B

Significant process safety hazards do exist in consumer companies

Combining process safety auditing techniques with bowtie workshops
proves to be an excellent mechanism to:

Increase understanding
and awareness on
process safety

Focus the PSM audit on
site specific elements and
safety critical barriers

Increase engagement
of site management
and personnel

=

Create spirit of trust
and collaboration
during PSM audit

Effective partnership worldwide between corporate and
ERM provided assurance that process safety risks are
being managed effectively and consistently.
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